Page One: ‘The Silence of
the Lambsʼ (1991)
Scott Myers
Screenplay by Ted Tally, novel by Thomas Harris

The movie version of the opening:

Someday when I have the time, I will do a scene-byscene analysis of the movie version of the opening and
how every moment conveys both the tone of the story
and Clarice as an underdog in it. But today, let me
address the many comments on my Twitter feed about
the numerous misspellings on the first page of the script.
Yes, the screenwriter Ted Tally spelled several words
wrong. This does NOT mean that we, as writers who have
yet to win an Academy Award (like Tally), can forego a
final spellcheck pass on our scripts before handing them
in. There is a world of difference between a writer
adapting a best-selling book for a green lit movie project
with Jonathan Demme attached to direct, Jodi Foster and
Anthony Hopkins attached to star with the production
team breathing down the screenwriterʼs neck… and us.
As readers in my Twitter feed aptly pointed out,
misspellings are distracting. They take us OUT of the
story universe when one of our primary goals with a
screenplay is to lure the reader INTO that time and space.
Moreover, misspelled words in a script convey a lack of
professionalism on the part of an aspiring screenwriter.
Perhaps a writer like Ted Tally can get away with it
because itʼs the story which is the most important aspect
of a script. And as anyone who has read the Thomas
Harris novel, then Tallyʼs script knows, he NAILED the
adaptation.

Takeaway: Pro screenwriters sometimes misspell words.
This does not give YOU a pass. Your script must excel in
all ways, big and small… including your spelling.
Page One is a daily Go Into The Story series featuring the
first page of notable movie scripts from the classic era to
contemporary times. Comparing them is an excellent way
to study a variety of writing styles and see how
professional writers start a story.
For more Page One posts, go here.
You may follow the daily conversation on Twitter as I
cross-post there: @GoIntoTheStory.

